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FX, RATES & MACRO DESK

FOREIGN EXCHANGE INSIGHT

USD/INR: After a down day on Wall Street, Asian stock markets are trading mostly higher. Asian currencies are

trading firm against USD after USD weakened overnight. A general risk on mood persists. FPI flows continues in

the Indian equity markets and to a certain extent the bond market as well. Month till date FPIs have bought

nearly a billion dollars' worth of securities. Investment through participatory notes in the domestic capital

market surged to over USD 10 billion till August-end, making it the highest level in 10 months. The FPI flows can

continue remain robust as cocktail of ultra-easy monetary policy in the developed world coincide with economic

recovery in the developing economies, like India.

USDINR Sept futures may open lower around 73.55 levels.  Broader structure, which is relevant for positional

traders, remains downward. Intra-week upward pullbacks can occur from time to time but as long as those up-

ward spikes do not take USDINR Sept futures above 74.10 on a sustainable basis, bearish bias holds. Sell on rise

on Sept futures but with stop above 74.10 on a closing basis. 72.65 and 72.45 remain as key support levels.

EUR: The rising cases of COVID in Eurozone has not lead to widespread lockdown as well saw during the March-

April months. That's why the markets are not overly bothered. A soft USD and mixed signals from Eurozone

economy means that EUR/USD may trade within a range for the time being. As a result, the single currency may

have carved out a range between 1.1700 and 1.2000 for the time being. Buying zone is near 1.1750 with stop loss

below 1.1690 on a closing basis. On EUR/INR from a downward trend it now enters a sideways phase with 87.50/

60 and 86.50 as the peripheries of the range. Sell on rise with stop above 87.60.

GBP: UK central bank, BoE, hinted that they are deliberating on negative interest rates as a policy tool. This is

negative development for GBP. Also, media reports suggest that UK government is not backing down from the con-

troversial legislation which gives Government of the day the power to amend the rules under the treaty with EU.

This means, upside may remain capped till a final decision is made on the legislation and subsequently EU re-

sponds. GBP/USD sell on rise with stop above 1.30 on a closing basis. Target 1.2775 and then 1.2700. GBPINR

remains in a downtrend. Sell on rise remains the trade with stop loss on a close above 96.00 levels.

JPY: The expected downtrend is playing out in USDJPY and the expected uptrend in playing out in JPYINR. At cur-

rent levels I would wait for a pullback for lower levels below 69.50 to enter long in JPYINR.

MACRO VIEW

It may be misleading at times to lump up the outcome from an event with the immediate market reaction. Over

the past 36 hours, since US central bank delivered an ultra-dovish monetary policy, there has been a counter

trend move in all major markets, with USD strengthening, bullion cracking and EM markets coming under pres-

sure. In my opinion, these could be due to position adjustments than due to change in the structural theme. Fed

has committed to keep rates near zero for at least 3 years and also the QE will be on and whose pace will be

prone to adjusted upwards, every time financial conditions threaten to tighten due to falling stock prices, rising

credit spreads, strengthening US Dollar and also any excuse that economic pace is not satisfactory. It cannot get

dovish than this. Add to this the race to easy more, which Fed has sparked with other central bankers in the

developed will occur alongside a recovering world economy, as the COVID impact fades over the next 6/9

months, will all means that a wall of money may continue to pour into EMs. With oil prices recovering but far

from levels where it can threaten Indian economy, FPIs can continue buy Indian assets and play carry trade with

INR. Structural theme remains bullish for the Rupee.
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